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Mientras oprimidos a condition of non-being. One such method was y aparentemente deshumanizado por las
socie- that of marronage. Mientras que la historia de las comuni- ure of the maroon community is largely
absent dades de cimarrones conocido como quilombos from the national memory and imagination of se dibuja
en el Movimiento Negro en Brasil en los the United States. En cambio, los mov- States, this paper argues that
marronage contin- imientos negros EE. These potentialities are vital, as Black geographies can explore and
reim- key words: Marronage, Black Geographies, agine the politics of place, while the real- American South,
Brazil ization of freedom dreams can transform palabras clave: One of the iterations of Black introduction:
Slavery was a condition experienced Maroon communities, during the reign throughout all of the Americas.
Whether of chattel slavery, were those settlements it took the form of the encomiendas, established by
runaway slaves, who sought which forced indigenous and mestizo to escape their condition as fungible, accupeoples of Central and South America to mulated property. While marginalizing agents Roberts , p. While
subfield of Black Geographies attends largely populated by escaping slaves, these specifically to the spatial
establishment of territories were not solely the purview of these emergent forms of being. In this paper, I trace
the ways in that early marronage had a long-standing which the understanding of maroon com- commitment to
recognizing, promoting, munities can have an effect on the spatial and defending the humanity of everyone,
imaginary and material struggles of Black regardless of race. The central quality of social movements in the
Americas. Specif- these settlementsâ€”regardless of the num- ically, I take the case of Brazil and United ber of
members or how long the commu- States to show that while both had signif- nity lastedâ€”was protection
against the icant maroon settlements in their early violence that typified slave society and the history, the
popular spatial imaginary of valuation of Black life amidst a world that each nation deals with these
communities saw Afro-descendant populations as com- in a very divergent matter. While Brazilian pletely
devoid of humanity. As ments make, the goals towards which they such, maroon communities were some
strive, and the manner in which different of the earliest Black geographies found movements unite. In short,
maroon com- of their respective countries see Du Bois munities were one of the earliest move- ; Graden ;
Kelley ; do Nas- ments in the Americas to assert that Black cimento a. Moreover, the current lives do, indeed,
matter. While in a country like both Brazil and the U. Discuss- populations create to combat systemic ing
these effects on Black populations, anti-Blackness and establish their own specifically, Katherine McKittrick
argues ways of being. Geographies through investigating their These dominant and dominating spatial various
articulations. As such, Black Geog- ular Black movements in the U. I close raphies pay close attention to the
histor- by looking at the Gullah-Geechee commu- ical and contemporary aspects of Black nity in the U. This
domination Delaney , the racial- paper ultimately reflects on the political ized aspects of prevailing political
eco- and spatial potential that modern-day nomic arrangements Gilmore , and iterations of marronage have,
and con- the oppressive aspects of social sciences siders the influence that notions of mar- on Black
communities Woods In ronage could have on social movements addition to this attention to anti-Black today.
Far from an erstwhile Black Geog- oppression, Black Geographies pay close raphy, I see maroon communities
as not attention to the many ways in which only present today, but as viable futures Afro-descendant
communities seek to cre- for Black struggle, as these spatial expres- ate their own sense of place and establish
sions assert the value of Black life in their their own spatial praxes. As a corpus different ways marronage gets
expressed within the discipline of Geography, then, in the Black Geographies of Brazil and the Black
Geographies touch on a range of United States. This body of literature reflects the ony. The ubiquity of
quilombos was the fact that there can exist numerous forms result of the fact that slavery in Brazil ex- of Black
spatial expression and pays at- tended throughout the entirety of the co- tention to multiple scales, discourses,
lonial and national territory Moura , and concrete action. Marronage, as a phe- p 5â€”6. Found wherever there
was slavery, nomenon, touches on all of these factors, quilombos represented some of the great- as well. That
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quilombos were spaces that tial relations that do not draw on modern prevented the spread of these relations is
spatial praxes as the norm. Comparing indicative of the significance that quilom- different legacies of
marronage and Black bos had for the oppressed sectors of soci- struggle can allow us to better understand ety.
Quilombos provided an alternative to the complexities within Black Geogra- the brutality and domination that
typified phies and the ways in which marronage pre-abolition Brazil. While peoples, and poor whites,
quilombos cre- quilombos were widespread across the ated territories that were fundamentally at Brazilian
landscape, they were all unique odds with the hierarchies created in West- in their composition, spatial extent,
and ern society and imposed on the Brazilian subsistence practices. In short, vice, and predatory settlements
Moura what all quilombolas sought was a radi- , p 32â€” Nevertheless, it is true cal break with dominant
Brazilian society that some quilombos remain more famous and the creation of a new way of relating than
others, even in the present. Specifi- to the world. Aside from to demand explicit rights in the new Con- its
longevity and high number of mem- stitution of , and to create a common bers, Palmares is famous for its
military language of territorial struggle among the prowess and ultimately tragic end. Facing oppressed sectors
of society Covin The Military Dictator- mous community Kent , p Despite lence Rios , p 53â€” In their
efforts to create momen- ity amidst a racist society. Like Palmares, tum behind their demand that Brazil, as a
Zumbi, and Luiza Mahim, the Black Move- nation, confront its systemic racism, the ment argued that Black
Brazilians needed Black Movement drew on figures of Black to continually fight the racist elements of
struggle to whom Brazilians could look society. Quilombos and quilombo leaders and with whom they could
identify. Rejecting the fallacy of the This identity at once called attention to Racial Democracy, which they
saw as the inherent racism of the Racial Democ- serving to silence discourse on racial ine- racy and Brazilian
society and created a quality, this movement argued that Brazil language around which Blacks from all
remained steeped in racism. The Move- around Brazil could organize. Not content to sim- of Afro-Brazilians
visible to the country ply critique the problems faced by Black Rios , p 43 , to the focus on rural Brazilians,
the Black Movement sought Black communities who evidenced unique to celebrate Black struggle and
highlight forms of subsistence and governance both the potential for, and reality of, Black French , p. By
acknowledging Palmares central issue in Brazilian society. For Nascimento, quilombismo Linhares , p In
short, quilombismo signified cre- Foundation, whose job it was to recognize ating spaces of life and freedom
through and title communities whose ways of life the active agency of those considered sub- were reminiscent
of the quilombos of the human. More impor- b, p â€” Above all, this meant tantly, the quilombo
identityâ€”brought establishing spaces and subjectivities that back to national dialogue by the Black not only
celebrated, but propagated Black Movementâ€”is a common spatial trope on life. Through the organizing
efforts of the which Black communities in Brazil cur- Black Movement and placing the language rently draw.
Communities identify as transitioned to civilian rule. As such, Despite their small number, these activists it is
not uncommon for communities that successfully demanded that the new Con- have not entered into the
process for gov- stitution recognize the territorial rights ernment recognition as a quilombo to of Black
communities. While initially in- draw in the language of quilombismo and sisting that the new government
allocate to self-proclaim that they are quilombos. As a fishing community Perhaps more importantly, it was
the na- with a predominately female leadership, tional employment of this term which Gamboa de Baixo
evidences an ethics has given Black Brazilians a common of quilombismo by resisting the state- language of
struggle. The quilombo iden- sponsored and localized violence that tity has effectively united groups from all
plague the city of Salvador Perry Gamboa de Baixo is not legally recognized In short, the popular spatial
imaginary of as a quilombo. Comparing the case of Brazil to continue to see their struggle as one which that of
the United States reveals the ways began centuries ago and which persists in which unique spatial imaginaries
result into the present day. Furthermore, the leg- in diverging politico-spatial struggles, de- acy of quilombos
and their commitment to spite the presence of Black Geographies self-sustenance on multiple fronts demonand struggle. It also shows that these com- munities remain committed to actively cre- Maroon communities
were a mainstay ating and defending spaces in which Black of the North American landscape. Across life is
valued on its own terms. In short, the Southern United States, maroon com- identifying as a
quilomboâ€”regardless munities existed in a number of forms. Establishing houses in trees, from various
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backgrounds. As Black Geog- tree stumps, treetops, swamps, caverns, raphies, quilombos continue to be
viable and even underground caves known as spatial alternatives for Black Brazilians. Like the case of Brazil,
still existed that a law was put into place marronage in the United States came into in the Brazilian
Constitution that recog- being insofar as there existed populations nized the existence of such communities
whose humanity was effectively denied by and has led to hundreds of autonomous the prevailing legal, social,
cultural, and Marronage in the Americas 39 political structures. As Cedric Robinson Diouf , p By , same
Blacks. Unsurprisingly, then, the Bas du Fleuve had succumbed to a num- first maroon settlement appeared in
North ber of raids by Spanish militias and atten- America when the first enslaved Blacks dant free Blacks and
slaves Diouf , arrived on the continent. These particular p Despite the seeming brevity of Bas maroons
escaped from a botched Spanish du Fleuve, the mobility and adaptability colonizing effort in the Carolinas in
the maroons demonstrated in working Robinson , p Maroon settle- symbiotically with local slaves and estabments existed across much of the North lishing multiple settlements evidence the American landscape,
including Florida, ingenuity present in Black Geographies Virginia, the Carolinas, Georgia, and Lou- and the
lengths to which maroons would isiana. Creek, also founded in the s, existed Among the most well-known
maroon in the southern part of Georgia and South settlements in the United States were Carolina on both sides
of the lower Savan- Bas du Fleuve in Louisiana, Belle Isle, nah River Diouf , p These two and Bear
Creekâ€”the latter two existing settlements were populated by the same in Georgia and South Carolina. Bas du
inhabitantsâ€”the maroons left Belle Isle Fleuve was formed and destroyed in the after their increasing
population led to s in St. This reality led to the different plantations Diouf , p ; organization of a militia in ,
whose After leaving Belle Isle, the agreement the maroons made with a maroons eventually moved to Bear
Creek. Eventually, during the American Revolution put their local militias, slaves, and free mulattoes military
knowledge to use Diouf , were employed to hunt the maroons, who p At Bear Creek, the maroon commu- had
made their presence known through nity protected itself with a four-foot high raids on local plantations and
storehouses breastwork, a creek obstructed with felled 40 bledsoe trees to prevent boats from navigating its
they needed very little interaction with depths, and a sentry that kept watch over the outside world. These
isolated parts the area Diouf , p â€” The of the Swamp were so independent from militarized nature of Belle
Isle and Bear the outside world that some of those born Creek made the settlements unique to the and raised
there never saw a white per- maroon landscape of the United States, son. Often, they never encountered anyhowever, this uniqueness served to protect one from outside the maroon community the same core value for
which all maroon Diouf , p While solitary, life communities struggled. While Bas du Fleuve, Belle Isle, and
Moses Grandy, a slave who worked the Bear Creek all existed in the late 18th cen- canals around the Great
Dismal Swamp tury, perhaps the most famous settlement so that his master might cut and transport in North
America existed until the end of timber, exemplifies someone who found the Civil War. The Great Dismal
Swamp, safety in maroon communities, away from located in both Virginia and North Caro- dominant society.
After hiring himself out lina, came into being as early as the early to different masters and earning a suffi- s
and was divided into two distinct cient sum of money, Grandy bought his areas. One area was populated
largely by freedom from his own master. Marronage that rose two or three feet above water. Swamp saw the
maroons living in cab- Like the maroon communities found in ins elevated on stilts, hunting with bows the
rest of the Americas, North American and arrows, clearing small fields to grow maroon settlements were not
solely spaces corn and sweet potatoes, raising fowl and inhabited by populations of African de- hogs, and
gathering fruits, honey, bark, scent. Early marronage in the United roots, and herbs for medicine Diouf , States
was typified by the presence of p ; â€” As the may be due, in part, to the fact that many slave trade increased
the local African scholars and white Southerners have de- population, it also added new human re- nied the
widespread existence of maroon sources to the maroon villages and guer- settlements. These large maroon
colonies a la Palmares and various groups needed to band together, maroon wars in the United States may also
as they all suffered different forms of sub- contribute to the national blind spot re- jugation from a similar
power sourceâ€”a garding maroon settlements Diouf , society rooted in slavery and undergirded p 2. The
consequences of ignoring the by a hierarchical metaphysics. Marronage legacy of maroons is importantly
demon- in the United States, then, was as much a strated in the discourses and concrete pol- Black Geography
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as was marronage an- itics of Black social movements in the U. Their Point Program, which popular spatial
imaginary as well as the articulated the demands and beliefs of the imaginary of U. Party, insisted on the
ability for Black peo- ple to determine their own destiny through the establishment of their own governing 20
th century u. Clearly, the b, p
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American Immigration Past and Present: A Simulation Activity Historical Overview Throughout its history,
America has served as the destination point for a steady flow of immigrants. During the colonial era most
migrants came from northern European countries. Their numbers declined with the onset of the Revolutionary
War during the s, but immigration later picked up strongly again during the s and s. New arrivals came from
several European countries during this period, but most came from Ireland and Germany, where devastating
crop failures forced many residents to leave their homelands. Many settled in New York City, where the
population increased from , residents in to , in By , New York was home to over one million residents.
Approximately 25 million arrived between and While earlier immigrants had come mainly from northern
European countries such as England, Germany, and the Scandinavian countries, by the s most new immigrants
were arriving from southern and eastern European countries such as Italy, Poland and Russia. Like their Irish
predecessors, most of these new arrivals were poor and uneducated. The number of new arrivals began to
increase again during the late s, and has risen steadily since that time. The current phase of immigration
history began in , when strict quotas based on nationality were eliminated. In , the United States government
set a single annual world quota of ,, and this ceiling was raised again in to , During the s, immigrants have
arrived at a pace that at times has exceeded one million new arrivals per year, and have settled in all parts of
the country. For example, cultural differences and language barriers among different ethnic groups have
frequently given rise to hostilities between them. It is by no means clear that we can provide steady
employment for the large number of immigrants who continue to arrive at our shores with the hope of
attaining better lives for themselves. For these reasons, it is essential that we examine current policies in order
to assess whether they best serve the interests of both American citizens and of those immigrants who arrive
with the belief that opportunities for a good life will be available here. At issue is the general question of
whether we should continue our longstanding policy of openness, or "close the gates" in order to protect the
existing levels of prosperity that most American citizens enjoy. Specifically, we need to consider these
difficult questions: How many immigrants should we continue to admit? On what criteria should we base
these policy decisions? How should we enforce these policy decisions? The Task This activity will consist of
three parts: Here is a brief description of how the activity should progress: To prepare for the hearing, the class
should first discuss key legislation since , and review peak periods of immigration since the colonial era. As
these historical trends are discussed, you should consider how they might be relevant to present-day issues that
will be addressed in the hearing. After this initial discussion, the class can prepare for the Commission hearing
in which immigrants and lobbyists will have the opportunity to express their views. The printed and online
resources that will help you prepare for this Commission hearing are discussed in the "Process" section below.
Conduct the Commission hearing. After the hearing is completed, each student shall write a one to two page
paper on the topic, "What should the present U. Handout 2 contains questions that will help you formulate
your ideas for the essay. Optional Create a project that reflects the heritage of a particular immigrant group
perhaps your own. Possible project ideas include: Procedures and Resources for the Commission Hearing For
purposes of the hearing, each student will assume the role of a commission member, an individual immigrant,
or a lobbyist. The commission will include five students. Ten students will take on the roles of individual
immigrants from various countries. The other students will serve as lobbyists four groups , arguing for one of
the four immigration policies outlined below. Student Research Strategies and Resources: Students will first
conduct research in order to prepare for the hearing. Resources can include your class text, other classroom
books and resources, and information available on the world wide web. The three web sites listed below
provide excellent summaries of the issues we are considering. You can explore these sites as part of your
preparation for the hearing.
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Past, Present, and Future? Much has been explained by the scale of immigration, yet compared to a century
earlier, the current foreign-born proportion is hardly as great. The Immigration and Nationality Act that
substituted hemispheric caps for a century of Euro-centric, national-origin quotas cleared the way for people
under-represented in American immigrant history, and by one in three U. Blacks were second, with The
Census also reported that Then, in , it predicted that by , more than half of the population would be minorities
with much of the increase due to immigration. I am putting together a short essay on Diversity in America and
will argue, metaphorically, that from a distance like from space looking at national data one might assume that
America is very mixed but that as one lowers the level of analysis one finds that diversity is not evenly
distributed and that even "diverse" places are different from each other as to the composition of the
diversityâ€¦ there is great deal of social mixing among younger 20 somethings ; college-educated, white collar,
middle and upper-middle class folks, but expect that this still is not the American norm In response, I was
deluged with examples of limited diversity at local levels, as well as references to tensions between old and
new groups, and among minorities themselves. Reporting in about the finer points of American diversity,
David Minckler, noted that although minorities comprised more than one-third of the national population, they
were not evenly distributed across the country but concentrated along the periphery of the continental United
States as well as in Hawaii. Hispanics are found in California, Texas and Florida. As to the California,
Hawaii, New Mexico, and Texas are already designated as "majority-minority" states, in which minorities
exceed the majority White population. Whites will cease to be a majority around the mids. On the negative
side, debates have developed along racial lines in California, where those who pay property taxes for schools
different racially from the pupils. The form diversity takes also differ by region, for example the West will
have an even greater Mexican flavor, and the South will become more multi-ethnic as the number of Asians
and Hispanics grow at more rapidly than that of Blacks. It is expected that relations between immigrants and
native-born Americans might be strained, and that problems emerge from competition between minority and
majority groups. Many African Americans see the growth of Latinos as a threat to their social, economic, and
political gains. Multiculturalists argue that distinct cultural groups ought to be preserved. Retention of
immigrant cultures today is enhanced by communication and transportation technologies making it possible to
stay connected to places of origin. However, the reality of everyday American life falls in the middle of the
spectrum â€” in Cultural Pluralism. I like to think of American society as this bus. Since the last Great
Immigration Wave of to the present, America has worked despite diversity because it has been structured in
such a way that in order to get what it is that you want -- prosperity, education, a decent place to live, safety
and security -- you must cooperate with people with whom you are different. But, given the urban mixing of
educated young people in the middle and upper middle class who are slated to become the leaders of our
ever-changing society, I seriously doubt it. Vaca, The Presumed Alliance:
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Racial Segregation Past and Present Griots: Anna and Jonesboro are twin towns, population 7,, in southern
Illinois. Both cities have been all-white ever since. It is common knowledge that black people are not allowed
to live there. Sundown Towns Are Almost Everywhere Sundown towns highlighted on this map represent a
partial listing of those found in Wisconsin. Image courtesy James Loewen. Some allowed a non-white
household or two as an exception. Anna and Jonesboro are not unique or even unusual. Beginning in about
and continuing until , white Americans established thousands of towns across the United States for whites
only. Many towns drove out their black populations, then posted sundown signs. Others passed laws barring
African Americans after dark or prohibiting them from owning or renting property. Still others just harassed
and even killed those who violated the custom. Sundown towns range in size from tiny villages to cities.
Sundown communities also range from rich to poor. Outside the traditional Southâ€”where sundown towns
are rareâ€”probably a majority of all incorporated places kept out African Americans. A sign in Detroit,
Michigan, where a race riot took place in This History Has Been Hidden in Plain Sight Even though sundown
towns were everywhere, there was almost no information on the topic until sociology professor Jim Loewen
researched and wrote about it. Most white Americans have no idea such communities exist, or they think such
places exist mainly in the Deep South. Ironically, the Deep South has almost no sundown towns. Mississippi,
for instance, has no more than 6, while Illinois has at least Historians in sundown communities do not discuss
this, because it would reflect badly on their communities. Most, however, were still unable to leave the South.
Once Reconstruction ended, southern states immediately set up a system that looked a lot like slavery. They
would not be accommodated at restaurants, parks, hotels, or schools used by whites. Even streetcars and
railroad waiting rooms now isolated blacks in separate sections. Lynchings and other forms of violence against
blacks rose to their highest point. Most Americans have no idea how much race relations worsened between
and the s â€” and not just in the South. In fact, black Americans were the targets of racial violence and
discrimination in the North, East, and West as well. Still, there was a greater opportunity for family-supporting
jobs and a better life outside the South, so millions of blacks left in one of the largest immigrations in history.
This is known as the Great Migration â€” and it transformed America. For example, African Americans
reached every county of Montana. City neighborhoods across the country were fairly integrated, too, even if
black inhabitants were often servants or gardeners for their white neighbors. Between and the s, however, all
this changed. Eleven Montana counties had no blacks at all. Across the country, city neighborhoods grew
more and more segregated. Whites feared black immigrants, and they established sundown towns around the
country. Most sundown towns expelled their black residents, or agreed not to admit any, between and
Sundown suburbs developed a little later â€” from and There were also race riots in which white mobs
attacked black neighborhoods, burning, looting, and killing. Across America, at least 50 towns, and probably
many more than that, drove out their African American populations violently. At least 16 did so in Illinois
alone. In the West, another 50 or more towns drove out their Chinese American populations. Many other
sundown towns and suburbs used violence to keep out blacks or, sometimes, other minorities. They were
unable to settle in the kinds of small communities they had inhabited in the South. Instead, they were allowed
to settle in only the oldest, most rundown neighborhoods in industrial cities. Whites fled to suburbs or parts of
the cities with better housing. This made home ownership affordable for millions of average Americans.
However, property values and eligibility for loans were tied to race, so blacks got almost none of the loans.
Owning a home in a valued neighborhood is how most average Americans save money and pass it on to their
children. This critically important method of building family security and wealth was denied to most African
Americans. Most white people in this country live in all-white communities, attend all-white churches, and do
not know a single black person well. Residential segregation still makes it hard for even middle-class black
people to escape the ghetto. When the white working and middle classes fled to the suburbs and exurbs, most
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industries and businesses moved there too. The bus systems used by the inner city residents do not go to these
communities. This has left many African Americans unable to get family-supporting jobs. This pattern of
racial segregation in America has serious consequences for the well-being of millions of children. Most
schools are still racially segregated, and those serving primarily black children are often underfunded. These
schools struggle to educate many children stressed by the racism and poverty their families have suffered over
generations. Students of color are punished more frequently and more harshly. For every white student
suspended from school, four black students are pushed out. For hundreds of years, white parents and society
taught white children that blacks had, by nature, an inferior intelligence and character. Sadly, this white
supremacist view persists today. With racial segregation, most white Americans get their only exposure to
black American life through the distorted lens of many television news programs. These programs focus
largely on sensationalized reports of black criminality. Fortunately, with the rise of camera phone videos and
social media, some white people are questioning the bias built into our criminal justice system. However, there
is much work to be done to dismantle the attitudes and the serious economic, legal, and political problems
caused by generations of forced racial segregation. He now lives in Washington, D. Sundown Towns was
named Distinguished Book of In Teaching What Really Happened , he gives teachers solutions to the
problems described in his earlier works. In his presentations, Loewen asked thousands of Americans about the
causes of the Civil War. Smith is the author of the book Race, Labor and Civil Rights: Duke Power and the
Struggle for Equal Employment Opportunity, his study of efforts by grassroots civil rights activists to garner
better jobs and long overdue promotions. His research is particularly useful in its assessment of the outcomes
of the Civil Rights Movement and the sustained efforts of longtime activists at promoting equality by
mobilizing the civil rights laws of the mid-sixties. An American Folkway, a recently published digital
transmedia anthology. Smith taught in the Africana Studies Department of the University of North
Carolina-Charlotte and served as a consultant at the Levine Museum of the New South, where he helped
revamp a permanent exhibit. Fran Kaplan, EdD has been an educator, social worker, writer, and racial justice
activist for nearly fifty years. Fran served as the international trainer-consultant for a global parenting
education program and authored their Spanish-language instructional books, games, and videos. Kaplan has
also written and produced award-winning short and feature films, one of which is distributed by Warner
Brothers Home Video. Her co-authored screenplay about the life of James Cameron won awards in eight
national and regional competitions. An American Folkway, a comprehensive digital transmedia anthology
published by Biblioboard for libraries and tablet users.
5: â€œDiversity in America: Past, Present, and Future?â€• by Jerry Krase | www.enganchecubano.com
Past. The Center for America's Veterans honors the legacy of the Mississippi State alumnus and term U.S.
congressman who authored the Montgomery G.I. Bill. "Sonny" Montgomery's leadership, statesmanship and public
service enhanced the lives of generations of Americans, particularly veterans of military service.

6: Marronage as a Past and Present Geography in the Americas | Adam Bledsoe - www.enganchecubano.
Past and Present in the Americas: A Compendium of Recent Studies and a great selection of similar Used, New and
Collectible Books available now at www.enganchecubano.com

7: America Past and Present, Combined Volume, 9th Edition
Marronage as a Past and Present Geography in the Americas ADAM BLEDSOE Indiana University Chattel slavery was
a practice found throughout posits a placement of the maroon community at all of the Americas, lasting for hundreds of
years the forefront of present and future discussions of and contributing to the assumed a-spatiality of U.S. human
rights. the populations of African descent present.
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INSTRUCTOR'S MANUAL AMERICA: PAST AND PRESENT TENTH EDITION Robert A. Divine University of Texas
T.H. Breen Northwestern University George M. Frederickson Late of Stanford University.
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The Series. The Past & Present Supplement series was launched in to provide a forum for publishing the proceedings of
Past and Present conferences and other symposia, and collections of essays reflective of the broad themes and ethos
of the journal itself.
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